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Institutions in research for economic output in resultfinanced research:
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Database for statistics on higher education - DBH:
Merging information about research and institutions on
behalf of the Ministry of Education and Research
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Norwegian list
Active from 2004
Built to finance research activity in Norway following
resultbased economic principals

Contains 33 286 journals and 3 114 publishers (Aug. 2018)
Include all sciences
Information about level: 0, 1 and 2
Suggestions and documentations from scientists or associated
coworkers
Based on criterias
Including Sherpa Romeo and DOAJ marking and Scopus import
Handling about 2500 publications a year
Serves the Cris-system with information and serves the
(National indicator) NPI system (UHR).
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ERIH PLUS: European Reference Index for the
Humanities and Social Sciences
Launched 2014 by NSD
Developed as a quality list, not for financing research, but to
give a overview of the scientific journals in Humanities and
Social Sciences for European research.

2015: Formally transferred to NSD from The European
Science Foundation (ESF) European Reference Index for the
Humanities (ERIH) and added the Social sciences (ERIH
PLUS)
Built in the same way as the Norwegian list
It has adapted quality assessment and criterias from the
Norwegian list
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In stead of panels, it was transforming to be based on
criterias
Revision of ERIH channels in 2015/2016/2017 after new
criterias
Includes an Advisory Board
2018: 7000 approved journals and 12 300 journals in total
Suggestions and documentations are contributions from the
scientists/associated coworkers/national experts
Sharing database with the Norwegian list

-and based on almost similar criterias
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Nordic list
Built in 2017
Includes about 30 000 channels from Norway, 20 500
from Denmark and 27 300 from Finland

The main goal was for administrators in the Nordic
countries to share knowledge and to rationalize work
with information
Status for this list: loading the last information in to the
system
- The difficult work: matching series and publishers
- Future work: to build further for research: output, Api
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ERIH criteria
In order to be included a journal must fulfil normal
international academic standards of quality, i.e. it
must have a quality control policy that governs the
selection of articles. In principle, this should be
achieved through peer review, but it is also
accepted that some high-quality journals have
other systems of ensuring quality control.
All journals must also fulfil basic publishing
standards: ISSN, timeliness of publication, active
operations of an editorial board, complete
bibliographic information for all cited
references, and full address information for
every author.
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Criteria for inclusion of new journals
Valid from 2014 or 2015 until 2018-01-31
To be included in ERIH PLUS, journals must meet the following
minimum requirements:
Explicit procedures for external peer review
Academic editorial board, with members affiliated with
universities or other independent research organizations
Valid ISSN code, confirmed by the international ISSN
register
All original articles should be accompanied by abstracts in
English and/or another international language relevant for
the field
Information on author affiliations and addresses
No more than two thirds of the authors published in the journal
are from the same institution
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ERIH PLUS criteria

Published 2018-02-01
Only scientific periodicals/journals may be included in ERIH PLUS. Books,
monographic series and conference proceedings are currently not included in ERIH
PLUS. Please note that according to the ERIH PLUS approval procedures, a journal’s
authorship is evaluated by reviewing the issues published during the last two years
(see points 5 and 6 below). Therefore, in order to be approved in ERIH PLUS, a journal
must have a publication history of at least two years. This is a minimum criterion.
Journals must meet the following minimum requirements:
ERIH PLUS requires an explicit description of the journal's procedures for
external/independent peer review. As a minimum, the journal’s website must
describe how the process ensures that reviewers are independent of the authors, i.e.
not affiliated with the same institution.
ERIH PLUS requires that the members of the academic editorial board are listed,
along with their affiliations with universities or other independent research institutions.
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ERIH PLUS requires a valid ISSN code, confirmed by the International ISSN Portal. Be
advised that journals with ISSN codes listed as “assigned to a publication but not yet
confirmed” or “free ISSN” will not be processed.
ERIH PLUS requires that all original articles are accompanied by abstracts in English
and/or another international language relevant for the field. As the ERIH PLUS team
needs access to the abstracts in order to evaluate the journal, they should be available
online. It is not sufficient that the journal’s author/submission guidelines refer to abstracts.
ERIH PLUS requires information on author affiliations for all scholarly articles for the last
two years of publication, i.e. the full names of the respective universities or other
independent research institutions. ERIH PLUS encourages journals also to include author
addresses (either email or postal addresses).
ERIH PLUS requires that no more than two thirds of the authors published in the journal are
from the same institution. The authorship of journals is determined by reviewing the last
two years of published issues.
As ERIH PLUS encourages transparency the requested information should thus be available
on the journal’s website. However, if any of the information has limited availability, e.g.
subscribers only, please notify us, either through a comment in the submission form or by
email at erihplus@nsd.no.
We welcome the submission of all journals within the humanities and social sciences.
However scientific publication channels even if published outside Europe but used by
European scholars will be prioritized.
Before submitting a new journal to ERIH PLUS, please read the ERIH PLUS approval
procedures.
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Criteria for inclusion of new scientific publication channels
To be included in the Norwegian Register for Scientific Journals, Series and Publishers, publication channels must meet the
following minimum requirements:
Established procedures for external peer review. The concept of external peer review refers to various forms of editorial
procedures that differ between academic fields and publication channels, and which indicate that the manuscript has been
evaluated by one or more independent experts on the subject matter
An academic editorial board (or an equivalent) primarily consisting of researchers from universities, research institutes etc.
International or national authorship
Authorship of a publication channel is defined in accordance with the following operational criteria:
Authorship is international when less than two-thirds of the authors published in the publication channel are from the same
country
Authorship is national when more than two-thirds of the authors published in the publication channel are from the same
country
Authorship is local when more than two-thirds of the authors published in the publication channel are from the same institution
Scientific publication channels with local authorship will not be included in the Norwegian Register for Scientific Journals, Series
and Publishers. National authorship is required as a minimum if external peer review is to function properly in a scientific
publication channel. It is questionable whether external peer review can function satisfactorily for publication channels that
primarily represent an institution’s own researchers. NSD determines the authorship of publication channels by reviewing the
issues published during the two last years. Only original publications will be considered. Translated works that have already
been published will not be considered.
See also approval procedures.
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Same criterias, but demand for more
specified information for the databases
Growing activity and more information
Search for information to confirm quality
Ex.
Beals list as a source of information
Nordic list: contract with DOAJ in 2017 to mark Open Access,
but also to add information
DOAJ – included journals but also the reasons for excluded
journals
SCOPUS – adds information on new and included channels
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Alternatives: Web-search for information which is time consuming
Use of different lists will demand specification after the purpose for
the “receiving” list
Rationalization of work and practices will develop, some examples:
Proposer/scientist bring information to the lists:
makes a reponsibility in the research community
- reduces workload in the registries
- can garantee quality as scientific advisor who knows the field
- it shifts the resposibility from the list to the proposer/scientist
- adds communication and open information
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ERIH PLUS: started using National contacts for quality
assessment because of a bigger territory of users.
Now the Norwegian list: would like to use Member of
«fagfelt»/scientific field for information like national
experts in ERIH PLUS

ERIH PLUS now marks journals with DOAJ after Nordic list
and Norwegian list did the same
The lists can use each other to add standards for quality in
the lists to fullfill the scientific criterias.
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